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the two main elements of the industry are the fish rearing area and the floating bag. the floating bag
is a technological advancement as many in the industry have attempted to create a floating bag
before zapco. they were all one size fits all, which did not last long. as fish grow so do their energy
needs. zapco is a revolutionary water retention system for fish farming. a variety of mesh sizes for
fish can be used and fish can grow up to 16” in a single bag. this innovative floating mesh bag
system creates optimal water flow and turnover. the greatest value with zapco aquacultures lies in
the system's ability to continuously increase fish growth and overall health with daily management
of the water and nutrients. more water is retained and turnover is increased with a much larger
surface area available for the fish to grow and thrive. fish are fed in a closed system and wastes are
removed in a continuous flow of water throughout the whole system. the zapco aquaculture grow out
tumbler is designed with a mesh lining on the entire base of the tumbler and is available in three
different models: model 1: 2-liter, large, 1 bag. price: 6,600 idr (2,785 usd) model 2: 2-liter, large, 2
bags. price: 15,900 idr (6,035 usd) model 3: 2-liter, small, 1 bag. price: 5,200 idr (2,139 usd) this
proves that the growth rate of oysters can be increased using the zapco aquaculture grow out
tumbler. the tumbler consists of four main components – the base, mesh, rotator, and lid. the base
must be strong enough to support the rotator and the mesh, and must have fins for rotational action.
the mesh must be designed to support a wide range of spat sizes and be easily cleaned and
assembled.
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d-99 hydro pro series - an innovative solution for growers seeking the highest level of productivity,
mulching efficiency and ease of installation. the new d-99 hydro system is our best performing d-

type system to date. d-99 turbo series - a revolutionary upgrade that delivers even higher levels of
performance and reliability for a fraction of the cost of competing brands. equipped with high tensile
polypropylene mesh that spans up to 18 feet, our new turbo series is fully open mesh, not enclosed
and does not require the use of stainless steel frames. explore our turbo series or go to our website
at https://www.zapco.com/ to learn more. if you find a lower price on a competitor's product, we will

refund the price difference in exchange for the competitor's price. refunds are handled by each
company on an individual basis. please know that we have relationships with many companies and
research pricing on a daily basis, and that pricing will likely change without notice. we hope you will

continue to join us as we work to provide the best possible prices to our customers. seeing your
beautiful aquaculture grow out tumbler you just bought should bring a smile to your face, it should

also be an attractive addition to your home. trust us - when you place your order, you get a free two
year guarantee on this high-quality product. one of the great things about the aquaculture grow out
bag is that you get peace of mind knowing your new purchase will be protected for two years, while
you continue to enjoy it. we’re pleased to announce the introduction of the zapco paper ds-5 combo

duct seal sorter and duct seal packer. the ds-5 is a compact, roomy, utility-oriented packer that
works well on a wide range of paper products and textiles with weights from light office paper and

copy paper to heavy lamination and board weight paper. this packer has a heavy-duty housing that
can carry and distribute heavy payloads of paper, and an oversized high-duty wheel that can

distribute paper in a sweeping motion for improved results. no other sorter or packer does it better
or at a lower cost. 5ec8ef588b
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